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Abstract 
In this study, we consider a vehicle routing problem in which every vertex is 
associated with a time window and the travel times are assumed to be discrete 
random variables. If a vehicle arrives at a vertex before the time window, 
it must wait before service can begin. If it arrives after the time window, 
a vertex-dependent penalty proportional to the length of the violation is 
incurred. A vertex-dependent waiting penalty is also incurred for the time a 
vehicle remains at a vertex (while not serving the vertex). Our objective is 
to minimize the summation of the travel cost and the penalty. 
We have modeled the problem as a two-stage stochastic integer program 
and have investigated an implementation of the L-shaped method for exact 
solution. A polynomial-time algorithm has been designed to solve the re-
course problem. In addition, a number of lower bounds and lower bounding 
functionals have also been developed to accelerate the branch-and-cut pro-
cedure. Numerical experiments show that instances with up to 20 customer 
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In the past decades, computerized systems and operations research methods 
have been extensively used to solve transportation problems. Encouraging 
results have been reported from a wide range of real-world applications, show-
ing on average 5% to 20% saving of transportation costs, which comprise as 
much as one fifth of the total production expense (Toth and Vigo [35]). 
With the ever-increasing complexity of distribution systems and customer 
requirements, transportation studies remain to be a major challenge to both 
researchers and practitioners. 
One of the most important problems in the area is the Vehicle Routing 
Problem (VHP), which concerns the design of optimal routes for a number 
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of vehicles to distribute goods to customers. While VRP remains to be one 
of the most difficult combinatorial problems, significant progress has been 
made since Dantzig and Ramser [8] introduced the problem 40 years ago. 
A number of algorithms, including branch-and-cut, column-generation and 
tailor-made heuristics, have been successfully applied to various versions of 
VRP. Surveys on these methods can be found in Laporte [19] and Toth and 
Vigo [35:. 
In the classical VRP, problem elements such as customer demands and 
inter-customer travel times are assumed to be deterministic. In reality, how-
ever, these elements can fluctuate dramatically due to randomness. For ex-
ample, demands are affected by a number of factors such as consumption 
rates at the customers. When the fluctuation cannot be safely ignored and 
when it is impractical to wait for all the elements to reveal their true val-
ues, a Stochastic Vehicle Routing Problem (SVRP) model is used to include 
uncertainties in the decision making process. 
Several methods have been considered to solve a SVRP. The most intu-
itive one is to approximate it as a VRP by replacing the stochastic elements 
with their expected values. Such a solution may perform badly in some sce-
narios. For example, it may satisfy the vehicle capacity constraints for one 
realization of the demands but violate them for another. Extra costs are 
incurred to fix this kind of violation, causing the solution to perform much 
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worse than in the expected sense. 
It has also been proposed that a SVRP can be solved as a Markov decision 
process (Dror et al. [9]). Though this method does provide flexible solutions, 
it is often found to be computationally intractable even for small problem 
instances, due to the large amount of stages that have to be handled. 
Most researchers prefer to model SVRP as a two-stage problem. In such 
models, an "a priori" solution is devised at the first stage. Then at the 
second stage when actual realizations of the stochastic elements are revealed, 
a corrective or recourse action on the solution is allowed to take place. For the 
example with stochastic demands, a possible recourse action is to insert back-
and-forth trips for the vehicles to go back to the depot for replenishment. 
Extra costs or savings are incurred by the recourse action, which may also 
be taken into consideration in the first stage when designing the optimal 
solution. 
Under the two-stage framework, models are further categorized as either a 
Chance Constrained Program (CCP) or a Stochastic Program with Recourse 
(SPR). A CCP ignores the recourse costs, but keeps score of how likely a 
solution violates certain constraints. If the probability is above a given level, 
the solution is rejected. SPR on the other hand, adds the expected value 
of the recourse cost to the cost of a solution. The optimal solution is then 
defined to be the one with the minimal combined cost. Compared with the 
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CCPs, SPRs are more difficult to solve. (In fact, many CCPs can be reduced 
to VRP equivalents. See Stewart and Golden [32] and Laporte et al. [20].) 
But they are also considered to be more meaningful in practice. 
The two-stage method provide a good balance between solution quality 
and computational difficulty. Compared with the expected value model, a 
two-stage one generates significant cost savings of 10% to 20%. (See Yang et 
al. [38] and Kenyon and Morton [17] for examples with stochastic demands 
and stochastic travel times respectively.) The method has been proven to 
be capable of solving SVRP instances of moderate sizes, with a speed much 
faster than the Markov method. Finally, the a priori routes provided by the 
method also have their advantages in practice because only small changes 
are required for different scenarios. 
1.2 Literature Review 
The Stochastic Vehicle Routing Problem (SVRP) is often found to be of 
particular value in solving real-world problems. Examples of successful ap-
plications include cash collecting problem for banks (Lambert et al. [18]), 
field service routing and scheduling (Hadjiconstantinou and Roberts [13]), 
disaster response ( Barbarosoelu and Arda [2] and Shen et al. [30]) and 
many others. 
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On the theoretical side, however, studies of properties and algorithms of 
SVRP are relatively scarce due to its notorious difficulty. In the following 
section, a brief review summarizes progress that has been made in the past 
decades. Two main types of SVRP will be discussed, namely the Vehicle 
Routing Problem with Stochastic Demands (VRPSD) and the Vehicle Rout-
ing Problem with Stochastic Travel Times (VRPSTT). Readers can find a 
more detailed survey in Gendreau et al. [11 . 
1.2.1 Vehicle Routing Problem with Stochastic De-
mands 
In a Vehicle Routing Problem with Stochastic Demands (VRPSD), demands 
are assumed to be random variables depending on factors such as consump-
tion rates at the customers. The total demand of customers on a route may 
exceed the vehicle capacity in some scenarios. In such a case, a number of 
recourse actions can be taken. The most widely used policy was proposed by 
Dror et al. [9]. In that policy, the vehicle serves the customers according to 
the sequence proposed in the a priori route. Every time the vehicle runs out 
of goods, it goes back to the depot to restock, returns to the first unfinished 
customer, and then resumes serving the route. An alternative "optimal re-
stocking" policy was proposed by Yang et al. [38], in which the vehicle may 
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restock even before the the goods are depleted, so that the recourse cost (ad-
ditional distances traveled) can be minimized. The objective of a VRPSD is 
to minimize the total distance traveled. 
An important variant of the VRPSD is the Vehicle Routing Problem with 
Stochastic Customers and Demands (VRPSCD), in which the appearance of 
each customer is also random (Bertsimas [3]). If a customer is included 
in a route and does not appear, the vehicle skips the customer and goes 
directly to the next one. Restocking policy of a VRPSCD is similar to that 
of a VRPSD. The Traveling Salesman Problem with Stochastic Customers 
(TSPSC) or Probabilistic Traveling Salesman Problem (PTSP), the special 
case of VRPSCD with a single vehicle of unlimited capacity, is also studied 
in the literature (Jaillet [15]). 
Due to the complex nature of the problem, early algorithms are usually 
heuristic methods adopted from the deterministic VRP studies. The first 
study on VRPSD is conducted by Tillman [34], where the author solved 
a VRP problem with multiple depots with an algorithm similar to Clarke 
and Wright [7]. Similar saving algorithms are widely adopted in a number 
of later studies including Stewart and Golden [32] and Dror and Trudeau 
10]. Other heuristics such as Or-opt (Yang et al. [38]) and Cyclic Heuristics 
(Bertsimas [3]) have also been modified to solve VRPSD problems. Bertsimas 
and Howell[4] implemented some of the most popular heuristics and provided 
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a comparison of their performance on TSPSC. 
Exact algorithms, on the other hand, are mostly L-shaped methods (La-
porte and Louveaux [22])’ which are an extension of Bender's decomposition 
to the stochastic integer case. (An introduction to stochastic programming 
and the L-shaped method can be found in Birge and Louveaux [5].) Gen-
dreau et al. [11] were the first to apply L-shaped methods to VRPSD. A 
finite set of optimality cuts was introduced to approximate the expected re-
course cost. The authors tested instances of up to 70 customers, and found 
that a VRPSCD was significantly more difficult than a VRPSD of the same 
size. Hjorring and Holt [14] further improved the L-shaped method by intro-
ducing a set of "general cuts" (also known as lower bounding functionals), 
which are valid inequalities of the expected recourse cost, and usually non-
trivial in a relatively large portion of the feasible region. These general cuts, 
along with a constant lower bound of the cost which was developed with a 
similar idea, were found to significantly improve the speed of the L-shaped 
algorithm. Instances of up to 90 customers were tested, although the number 
of vehicles had been limited to a single one. The success of lower bounding 
functionals was later extended to the multi-vehicle case by Laporte et al. 
21]’ who had also developed a tighter lower bound for problems with special 
demand distributions. Instances of up to 100 customers and 2 vehicles are 
tested, with the assumption that expected total demand of a route is always 
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less than the vehicle capacity. Finally, the L-shaped algorithm was used in 
Laporte et al. [23] to solve TSPSC instance of 50 customers, of which 5 had 
random demands. 
Meta-heuristics methods have also been used to tackle VRPSD. After 
their work in 1995, Gendreau et al. [12] solved the same problem with a 
tabu algorithm. Other methods such as simulated annealing have also been 
explored (Teodorovic and Pavkovic [33]). 
1.2.2 Vehicle Routing Problem with Stochastic Travel 
Times 
Compared with VRPSD, studies are limited in the area of Vehicle Routing 
Problem with Stochastic Travel Times (VRPSTT), in which inter-customer 
travel times are assumed to be random variables depending on weather con-
ditions or the occurrence of traffic accidents. A deadline for completion of 
the routes is usually imposed. If a vehicle returns to the depot after the dead-
line, a penalty (i.e. recourse cost) proportional to the length of the delay is 
incurred to account for the overtime service. The objective of a VRPSTT 
is to minimize the expected penalties (Laporte et al. [20]) or to maximize 
the probability of returning before the deadline (Kao [16]). For simplicity, 
vehicle capacities are usually disregarded in the problem. (However, the way 
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customers are assigned still affects when the vehicles would return to the 
depot.) 
The single-vehicle counterpart of VRPSTT is called the Traveling Sales-
man Problem with Stochastic Travel Times (TSPSTT). 
The first study in VRPSTT can probably be traced back to Leipala [24], 
in which bounds for the length of the posterior optimal tour of a TSPSTT 
were studied. Dynamic programming was used to solve TSPSTT by Kao 
[16]. Unfortunately, Sniedovich [31] showed that it may be possible for Kao's 
algorithm to generate sub-optimal solutions, since the Principle of Optimal-
ity required by dynamic programming may not hold in a TSPSTT. Carraway 
et al. [6] extended the dynamic-programming algorithm, based on a weaker 
interpretation of the principle, and solved to optimality instances of 5 cus-
tomers. 
Recently, more attention has been given to L-shaped methods to develop 
exact algorithms. The first and most important article in the area is Laporte 
et al. [20], in which both CCP and SPR models were considered. For the 
SPR model, a lower bounding functional was developed to enable an accurate 
estimation of the penalty costs. Instances of up to 20 customers were solved 
to optimality. Kenyon and Morton [17] studied the case in which travel times 
are continuous random variables. The L-shaped method was built within a 
Monte Carlo sampling-based procedure, and was used to solve instances of 
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up to 28 customers. 
In addition, Clark-and-Wright-savings heuristics was used in Lambert et 
al. [18] to solve a cash collecting problem of up to 44 branches of banks, 
where travel times are stochastic. 
1.3 The Vehicle Routing Problem with Time 
Windows and Stochastic Travel Times 
The Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows and Stochastic Travel 
Times (VRPTWSTT) was introduced by Wong et al. [37] by adding time-
window requirements on every customer in a VRPSTT problem. If a vehicle 
arrives at a customer before or after the time window, a penalty proportional 
to the length of the violation is incurred to account for parking expenses or 
loss of customer goodwill. Overtime penalties are calculated in the same way 
as in a VRPSTT. Such a problem can be frequently found in modern cities, 
where requests for on-time delivery is common but the traffic condition is 
highly volatile. 
The addition of the time windows makes the problem more difficult to 
solve. In Wong et al. [37], the problem was formulated as a two-stage model 
and solved by the L-shaped method for instances of up to 12 customers. 
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This study aims to improve the L-shaped algorithm for the VRPTWSTT. 
As indicated by previous studies, the success of a L-shaped method largely 
depends on an accurate estimation of the recourse cost. Therefore significant 
portion of our effort is given to solving the recourse problem (Chapter 2) and 
developing effective lower bounds for the recourse cost (Chapter 6). 
The rest of this study goes as follows. In Chapter 2, formulation of the 
VRPTWSTT problem is given, which is similar to the model by Wong et al. 
37] but our model features a symmetric network and a fleet of homogeneous 
vehicles. In Chapter 3, I investigated the recourse problem, i.e., the schedul-
ing problem, where the first exact solution procedure is developed for the 
recourse problem. The L-shaped algorithm is introduced in Chapter 4, while 
two of its key components, namely, the feasibility cuts and the optimality 
cuts, are further studied in Chapters 5 and 6. In particular, a number of 
new valid inequalities are presented in Chapter 6. Finally, the performance 





Notations and Formulations 
2.1 Problem Definitions 
The Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows and Stochastic Travel 
Times (VRPTWSTT) is defined on a graph Go = (^0,^0), where Fq = 
{vo,vi, ...,VN} is the set of vertices and Eq = {(z, Vi, Vj G Vo,i < j} the 
set of edges. Vertex is the depot, where K homogeneous vehicles of ca-
pacity C are in service. The remaining vertices inV = represent N 
customers. Each customer has a demand of di and takes service time r^  to 
be served by a vehicle. A symmetric travel cost Cij is associated with each 
edge {i,j) G Eq. All of di, Ti and c^ are assumed to be deterministic. 
Associated with each customer vertex Vi is a time window [a ,^ where 
di is the release time and bi the deadline. If a vehicle arrives at the customer 
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before a ,^ the vehicle is required to wait until ai to start the service. After 
the service is complete, the vehicle also has the option to continue to wait 
before it moves on to the next customer. In both cases, a waiting cost ai is 
incurred per unit of time as, for example, parking expenses. On the other 
hand, if a vehicle arrives at Vi after bi, a late cost ft is incurred per unit of 
time to account for loss of customer goodwill. 
Similarly, a time window [a。，bo] is associated with the depot. A vehicle 
can leave the depot at any time after QQ. If a vehicle returns to the depot after 
bo, a overtime cost 7 is incurred per unit of time as, for example, overtime 
labor costs. 
A stochastic travel time matrix T = (Uj) is associated with Eq, with each 
element Uj being a discrete random variable depending on traffic scenarios. 
T is assumed to be symmetric. We further assume that there are M different 
traffic scenarios, each of which is associated with a realization of T and occurs 
with a probability Pm (Em=i P^ =丄).In scenario m (1 < m < M), it takes 
a vehicle t^ of time to traverse the edge connecting Vi and Vj. 
The sequence of vertices that a vehicle visits is called a route. As described 
earlier, each route is associated with a deterministic travel cost and different 
kinds of penalty costs. Prom now on, the summation of all penalty costs 
on a route, including the waiting and late costs on each customer and the 
overtime cost, will be called the WLO cost of the route and its expectation 
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the EWLO cost 
The objective of a VRPTWSTT problem is to find an optimal set of up 
to K routes, as well as optimal visit times for each customer, such that: 
(1) each route starts and ends at VQ\ 
(2) each customer vertex G is visited exactly once by one vehicle; 
(3) the summation of demands on a route does not exceed the capacity of 
a vehicle; 
(4) the summation of the travel costs and the EWLO costs of all the routes 
is minimized. 
Any set of routes that satisfies all of (1), (2) and (3) is called a K-route. 
Therefore a VRPTWSTT problem can also be understood as finding the 
optimal K-route that has the minimal travel and EWLO costs. 
2.2 A Two-Index Stochastic Programming Model 
There are two kinds of decisions to be made in a VRPTWSTT problem: to 
decide the optimal routes, and to decide the optimal visit times. In this study 
the decisions are assumed to be made in a two-stage manner. At the first 
stage, the optimal routes are found based on the probability distributions of 
the travel times tij. Then at the second stage, when the actual value of the 
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travel times are revealed, the optimal visit times are scheduled for customers 
on each route. 
Such a 2-stage model results in an "a priori" solution that is easy to im-
plement in practice. For example, the manager of a fleet can keep the routes 
fixed for a period of time so that they can be familiar to the drivers. But 
everyday, depending on the traffic condition (from traffic report or inferred 
empirically from the weather), an updated schedule can be provided to give 
the drivers suggestions on the arrival and departure time at customers. 
The VRPTWSTT can then be formulated as the following stochastic 
program similar to the one in Laporte, Louveaux and Mercure [20]. Let Xij 
{i < j) be an integer variable equal to the number of times an edge (z, j) is 
traversed. If z > 0, then Xij can be 0 or 1. If z = 0 then x^ can also equal to 
2 to allow for routes containing a single customer Vj. Denote by x the set of 
all decision variables Xij. Also, for any x that represents a K-route, denote 
by Q{x) its EWLO cost. (The calculation of Q{x) will be discussed in the 
next section.) The model is then given by: 
T / i^PTiySTT: min ^ = ^ djXij + Q{x) (2.1) 
i<3 
s.t. ^ Xoj < 2K (2.2) 
j>o 
+ Z > = 2 { j e V) (2.3) 
i<j i>3 
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E 工ij ^ 1^ 1 - � : E 柳 、 
i<3 Vies 
vi’vjeS 
(S C Y, |5| > 2) (2.4) 
A^IJ G {0 ,1 } {iJeV, i<j) (2.5) 
a ; o je {0， l ,2 } { j e V) (2.6) 
Apart from Q{x) in the objective function, the above model is identi-
cal to a deterministic capacitated VRP with N customers and K vehicles. 
Objective function (2.1) has been modified to account for both travel cost 
and EWLO cost in a VRPTWSTT problem. Constraint (2.2) states that 
degree of the depot is no more than 2K in the support graph of cc, which 
represents the start and end of the trips of the K vehicles. The inequality 
constraint allows some of the K vehicles not to be used. Constraints (2.3), 
on the other hand, states that the degree of each vertex in V is 2, which 
represents a visit to a customer by one of the vehicles. Constraints (2.4) are 
the Rounded Capacity Inequalities (RCI) (see, for example, Toth and Vigo 
35]), which ensure that no subtour (cycle in Gq that does not contain the 
depot) is included in the solution and that the total demand on each route 
does not exceed the vehicle capacity. 
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2.3 The Second Stage Problem 
The problem of calculating the EWLO cost for a K-route can be further 
reduced to the problem of calculating WLO cost for a given route for each 
traffic scenario m. 
Given a route R = {vkQ = Vo^Vk^, = uo), and given a realiza-
tion of travel times T爪=(t -J) , the WLO cost of the route is determined by 
the arrival time Ai and departure time Di at each vertex Vk.. The Scheduling 
Problem is to find the optimal schedule (AQ = ao, Dq, AI, D i , A n , Dn, An+i), 
which corresponds to the lowest WLO cost. 
Consider the following example with a route given by R = (vq, yi,V2, ^o)-
Service times at v： and V2 are both 15 minutes and the travel time between 
every pair of vertices is 30 minutes. Time windows at 幻 1 and V2 are given 
by [9am, 12pm], [10am, 12pm] and [11am, 1pm] respectively. A vehicle can 
then have a number of options on when to visit each vertex. For example, 
it can leave the depot at 9am, and then wait at Vi and possibly V2 until 
the their release time. Or, it can delay its departure from the depot until 
9:45am, so that no waiting will be needed at either Vi or V2, If we assume 
that waiting cost per unit of time at the depot is zero, the later option will 
be preferred because of its relatively lower WLO cost (=0). 




� E c ^ 
^ p time windows 
TO ——> schedule 
山 Customer 2 
1 p m — • 
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1 2 p m - < » • I ^ 
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1 1 a m - I 11:15am I 
I \ Aa： 11:00am j 
Di： 10:30am | 
1 0 a m - I 
\ Do： 9:45am I 
9 a m ——n 1 1 i • 
I I I T r a v e l T i m e 
0 3 0 m i n 6 0 m i n 9 0 m i n 
Figure 2.1: An Example of the Scheduling Problem 
x-axis represents the total travel time and the y-axis the total elapsed time. 
Let a series of dashed line-segments parallel to the y-axis be the time windows 
of the vertices on the route. A schedule can then be represented as a solid 
line that intersects all the time windows, with the end points of a vertical 
segment denoting the arrival and departure times for that customers's visit. 
An algorithm to determine the minimal WLO cost of a route will be 
provided in Chapter 3. Then, given a first stage solution x, the WLO cost 
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of up to 2K routes must be calculated. This is because x represents up to 
K graph cycles in Go, and each cycle can be traversed in two directions. In 
this study, we assume that in each traffic scenario m, a cycle is traversed in 
the direction that corresponds to the smaller WLO cost. Denote by Qm{R) 
the minimal WLO cost for route R in scenario ui and by Ri Ri, ..., 
R^ the 2K routes. Then the minimal EWLO cost for x is given by: 
M / K \ 
Q[x) = . (2.7) 
m=l \fc=l / 
Finally, note that the model in this chapter can be easily extended to 
the cases where the travel costs or the service times are also stochastic. 
For example, for stochastic travel costs we only need to add a travel cost 
component to the recourse cost Qm{R) for every random scenario. 
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Chapter 3 
The Scheduling Problem 
Given a route R = {vk^ = t>o’"i^A:i，叫„，叫=如)’ and given a realization 
of travel times T饥 = { t ^ ) , the scheduling problem is to find the schedules 
{D^, D^,..., D^), where D^ is the departure time at customer t)^ ., that corre-
sponds to the minimum waiting, late and overtime (WLO) cost. 
For convenience, we define the following notations for 0 < z < n: 
a^  = afc., release time at customer Vk^； 
U- = hki, deadline at customer Vki ； 
f =亡gyfc计 1, travel time from customer ？ ; t o customer ffc.^j ； 
—=Tki = 0), service time at customer Vki\ 
= Qifc. = 0), unit waiting cost at customer ^ .^； 
pi 二 Pki (/^ o = 0), unit late cost at customer Vk^ ', 
In addition, define = ao,石打+丄=6o, v打+i = 0’ = 0 and 时丄= 7 
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(unit overtime cost). 
Denote by A^ the arrival time at customer ffc.. Then the arrival and 
departure times are subject to the following constraints: 
= (3.1) 
> max{a\ A'} + 一； (0 < i < n) (3.2) 
= ( 0 < z < n - l ) (3.3) 
Constraint (3.1) gives a start time of the schedule. Constraints (3.2) 
state that the vehicle can leave Vk^  only after it has served the customer. 
The service cannot start until after the arrival time A^ and the release time 
and takes r^ of time to complete. Constraints (3.3) specify the arrival 
time at the next vertex, which equals to the departure time from Vki plus the 
travel time. 
If the goal is to minimize the overtime (OT) cost, the objective function 
is given by: 
(3.4) 
If the goal is to minimize the waiting and late (WL) cost, the objective 
function is given by: 
n n 
min 一 力 - + - (3.5) 
i = 0 i=0 
If the goal is to minimize the waiting, late and overtime (WLO) cost, the 
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objective function has a similar form as (3.5): 
n n+1 
min - A ' - + - hYP' - (3.6) 
z=0 i = 0 
In fact, this problem can also be looked upon as minimizing the WL cost for 
the route [vk^  = V o ^ V k i , = Vq) by treating [0打+1’6打+1] = [flo,知: 
as the time window for "customer" Vk^ ^^ . 
The scheduling problem can be easily formulated as a linear program. 
However, in our study it is solved by an algorithm that is more efficient than 
general methods such as simplex. In the following, the OT and WL costs 
are investigated separately as functions with respect to the departure times. 
Based on the special structures found in these functions, a polynomial-time 
algorithm is presented at the end of this chapter. 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that an exact solution 
procedure is developed for the scheduling problem. Comparing with the 
results in Wong et al. [37], the scheduling problem in our study is also more 
general because we consider the case where the unit waiting cost can be 
different for each customer. 
3.1 The Overtime Cost Problem 
Calculating the minimal overtime (OT) cost is equivalent to deciding the 
earliest time for a vehicle to return to the depot. Intuitively, a schedule with 
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the minimal OT cost can be obtained by always having the vehicle leave a 
vertex as soon as possible. In other words, the optimal departure times are 
given by: 
= m a x { a � A ' } + r\ (0 < z < n) (3.7) 
where = and A' = D'-^ + f ' ^ (1 < z < n). 
However, the vehicle can delay its departure at the depot without in-
creasing the OT cost. Consider an example of a route (t»o’叫i,叫2,叫3，孙）as 
shown in Figure 3.1. Here the dashed segments parallel to the y-axis are the 
time windows for customers Vk^ , v/c2 and Vk^ , and the solid line represents a 
schedule. It can be seen that even if the vehicle starts early, the earliest time 
that it returns to the depot is still determined by some customers with their 
time windows late in the day (in this example Vk^  and Vk2). 
Here, we determine the latest time a vehicle can leave the depot without 
increasing the OT cost by looking into special times called projections. For 
every vertex Vk. e R, the i-th projection (z < j) of its release time a^  (or 
deadline b )^ is defined by the following equations: 
ai = + (3.8) 
h=i h=i 
3-1 j -i 
bi = — + (3.9) 
h=i h=i 
A projection (or is called an active one if for all h = i, — 1 the 
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Figure 3.1: An Example for Projection Points 
are always assumed to be active. Examples of the projections for 0? and 
are shown in Figure 3.1. Here a^ and a\ are active but a合，al and a^ are 
not because a^ + r^ > a .^ In other words, an active projection a^  (or is 
the latest time that a vehicle must leave customer Vi^  in order to arrive at 
customer v^j by a^  (or b )^. 
The following proposition then formally states the relation between the 
minimal OT cost and the departure time at the depot (i.e. D^ ). 
Proposition 1 For a route R and a departure time D^, the minimal OT 
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cost is given by the following equation: 
OT{D^) = (max{L>� ’a} - 6) +7 , (3.10) 
where a = maxo<j<n{tio} and b = 
Observe that the RHS of equation (3.10) is a non-decreasing function of 
D^. This proves our intuition that the minimal OT cost can be obtained by 
having the vehicle to leave the depot as early as possible. But meanwhile, it 
also shows that the vehicle may delay its departure until max{a, b} and still 
has the same OT cost. 
Proof of Proposition 1: Consider the following cases: 
(1) D^ > a. In such a case, because D^ > a = maxo<j<n{a;j} > aj,, the 
vehicle arrives at every customer Vk^  (1 < z < n) after its release time 
a\ and therefore no waiting is necessary. Further consider: 
(a) < b. An example can be found in Figure 3.2(a). Because the 
vehicle arrives at the depot before its deadline, the OT cost is 
given by 0. 
(b) > b. As shown in Figure 3.2(b), the OT cost is given by 
{D^ - 6)7. 
(2) 1)0 < a. In such a case, the vehicle may arrive at customer where 
aj)0 = a, before its release time The departure time at Vki�is then 
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Figure 3.2: OT Costs for Route (Vo,Vki,Vk2’ 外3,询) 
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given by = a化 + ?•扣=aj". For every customer Vk- (io < i < n) 
afterwards, because D 功 = > the vehicle arrives at v .^ after its 
release time a^  and thus no waiting is necessary. Further consider: 
(a) a < h. An example can be found in Figure 3.2(c). Because the 
vehicle arrives at the depot before its deadline, the OT cost is 
given by 0. 
(b) a>b. As shown in Figure 3.2(d), the OT cost is given by (a — b)^. 
Therefore the minimal OT cost can be summarized in one equation by 
(max{L>o,a} Q.E.D. 
3.2 The Waiting and Late Cost Problem 
The situation for the minimal waiting and late (WL) cost is more compli-
cated. Leaving as soon as possible no longer guarantees an optimal solution. 
Instead, the vehicle may choose to stay at some customers after the service 
is complete, so that it does not have to wait at the others. Where to wait 
and for how long would play an important role in the value of the WL cost. 
For a given route R = {vko = "^o,叫” 叫 „ ， = 如 ) , i f the partial 
schedule {D\ ..., D^) results in the minimal WL cost for customers 
”ki, then the latter part of it (D件i,...，Z)") must also result in the 
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minimal WL cost for customers Vki+” .",Vkn for a given arrival time A^+i = 
D^ + t\ Therefore we investigate the WL cost problem by considering a 
series of subproblems Pi {0 < i < n), each of which minimizes the WL cost 
for { v k ^ , = vq) for a given arrival time A\ Denote by WLi(A^) the 
optimal value of subproblem Pi, For convenience, define = 0. 
Let u he a, decision variable representing the departure time at Vki. Then 
subproblem Pi can be formulated recursively as follows: 
WLi{A') = mm{fi{u)\ u G / J , (3.11) 
where 
fi{u) = [u-A'- t') a' + - + WLi+i(u + t% (3.12) 
k 二 ^ i � + — , ^ i � a i + T^}. (3.13) 
For the objective function given in (3.12), the first component is the waiting 
cost at Vki for leaving the vertex at time u and the second component the 
late cost at vj^. The third component gives the minimal WL cost on vertices 
幻fci+i，"-,Wfc„. The feasible region given by (3.13) states that the vehicle can 
leave Vk. only after it has served that customer. The service cannot start 
until after the arrival time A^ and the release time a\ and takes r^ of time 
to complete. 
Prom now on, we assume that both fi{u) and WLi{A^) are defined on 
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domain R+ = [0, +00). This is reasonable because the feasible region for Pi 
given by (3.13) is a subset of R+. 
—f 
The minimal WL cost for route R can then be written as: 
WL = WLQ{OP). (3.14) 
We start the study of subproblem Pi by investigating the properties of the 
objective function fi{u) and the optimal solution WLi{A^). The following 
proposition states that both of the functions are continuous piecewise-linear 
and convex (PLC) functions. An example of a PLC function can be found in 
Figure 3.3. In this chapter, the non-differentiable points of a PLC function 
/(w), such as in Figure 3.3, are called the turning points of f{u). 
Proposition 2 For a subproblem Pi fO<i< n): 
(1) The objective function fi{u) is a PLC function on R+. Its turning points 
are given by active projections and ^ (i + l < j < n). 
(2) The minimal cost WLi{A^) is a PLC function on R+. Its turning points 
are given by a{ — r^ and b{ — r^ (i < j <n), where a{ and b( are active 
projections. 
A proof for Proposition 2 is provided at the end of this section. 
We can also prove that the minimal value of fi{u) on any given interval 
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Figure 3.3: A Continuous Piecewise Linear and Convex Function 
value of A\ This can be shown by substituting A^ in (3.12) by A^ + e. Then 
the equation becomes: 
fi{u) = { u - A ' - e - a ' - h e - 6”+ + WLi+i{u + f ) 
= { u - A ' - a' + - 6” + WL^+i {u + f ) 
-ea' + ( � + £ - bf pi - — b丫 P� (3.15) 
Comparing with (3.12), the new component in the above equation, i.e., 
—£0；^  + (A龙 + £ — pi — ( A � — p i is a constant term with respect to u. 
Therefore fi{u) still obtains its minimum on the same points. 
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Denote by the smallest minimal point of fi{u) on [a^ + T\ +oo ) , i.e., 
Ti = min{w| fi{u) = f*,ue[a' + T\+oo)}, (3.16) 
where / * is the minimal value of fi{u) on [d^ + T\ +OO). Because all the 
minimal points of fi{u) are independent of Ti is independent of A .^ In 
addition, because fi{u) is a PLC function, Ti must equal to a^  + r^ or one 
of the turning points of fi{u). By definition a^  + r^ = a\ is an active projec-
tion. By Proposition 2 the turning points of fi{u) are also active projections. 
Therefore the value of Ti is given by an active projection. 
The following proposition states that can be used to determine the 
optimal departure time at customer 7；^.. 
Proposition 3 For subproblem Pi (0 < i < n), if the arrival time at Vk^ is 
A\ then the optimal departure time is given by: 
= max{A丨+ (3.17) 
Proposition 3 provides an optimal departure policy by using as a "cut-
off" time at every customer Vki. If a vehicle arrives at the customer early, 
it should stay until such a cut-off time. Otherwise the vehicle should leave 
immediately because it is already late for the remaining customers or be-
cause the unit waiting cost at Vk^  is not favorable comparing to those at the 
remaining customers. 
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Proof of Propositions 2 and 3: Validity of the propositions can be proven 
recursively. First consider subproblem Because WLn+i = 0, the 
objective function from (3.12) is now given by: 
fn(u) = (w - A" - r" ) a" + - /T, 
and the feasible region from (3.13) is now given by: 
I n = > A " + T " , l i � a " + r " } . 
Because fn{u) is a linear function of u on R+, it is a PLC function on Ft+. 
Observe that fn{u) is also an increasing function. Therefore by (3.16) Ti is 
given by a" + r^. The solution of subproblem Pn for any A^ is given by: 
u* = min{？X G 4 } = + r", a" + r " } = max{A" + r^, T"}； 
U 
WKiA'') = Uu*) 
= ( m a x { A " , a"} - A"") a" + - 6 ” + (T 
=(a" — , + (A^ - 6")+ (T, 
Therefore WLniA"^) is a PLC function of A" on R+. Its turning points are 
given by a" = aj； - r " and = - r^. By definition, both a^ and are 
active projections. The propositions are valid for i 二 n. 
Suppose the propositions are valid for z + 1 (0 < i < n — 1), consider 
subproblem Pi. Because WLi^i{u + f ) is a PLC function of u on R+, and 
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because {u — A^ — —) + (A^ — 6”+ / ? is a linear function of u, by (3.12) 
fi{u) is a PLC function on R+. Because turning points of VFLi+i(A�+i) are 
given by a^+i — 7•无十丄 for z + 1 < j < n, thus turning points of fi{u) are given 
by a]+i — —+1 — f = aj. For each turning point of fi(u) on [d^ + T\ +00), 
its value a{ is an active projection because is active and aj > a^ + 
Therefore, claim (1) of Proposition 2 is valid for i. 
We prove the rest of the propositions by solving subproblem Pi for A^  in 
the following sub-intervals. Consider: 
(1) A^ e SIi = [0, Ti — T ]^. In such a case, the feasible region is given by: 
li = {u\ u> A' -\-T\U> a' r'}. 
The objective function is given by (3.12) as: 
fiiu) = {u-A'- —) a' + - b”+ pi + WLi+,{u + f ) . 
Because A^ < T i - T \ we have A' + r^  < Ti. By definition of Ti we have 
QI < Therefore Ti G li. Because is the optimal point of fi{u) 
in [A} + T\ +00), TI is the optimal point of fi{u) in LI C [a^  + T\ +00). 
In other words, the solution for subproblem Pi for any A' e SIi is given 
by: 
u* = Ti = max{A' + r\ TJ; (since A'-h < Tj) 
WU{A') = Mvn 
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= { T i - A ' - a ' + - b ”+ pi + WLi+i{Ti + f ) . (3.18) 
Because is independent of A\ WLi{A^) is a PLC function of A^ on 
S7i. If If is a turning point of WLi{A^) in 5 / i , then by definition 
If = bl — T^  and b] is an active projection. 
(2) G SI2 = [Ti - T\ + 00). Because A' > Ti - > a\ the feasible 
region is given by: 
li = {u| u> A' •^T\u> a' r ' } = + r\ +00). 
In such a case, for any u G U, u > A^ + r^ > Because fi{u) 
is a convex function, thus f人u) is a non-decreasing function on /j. 
Therefore, the solution for subproblem Pi for any A^ G SI2 is given by: 
u* = min{w G h} = A'+T' = m&x{A' + T\ T^}; 
U 
WLi{A ' ) = fi{u*) = - b ' ^ p ' + + r^ + f )(3.19) 
Because - b”+ and WLi+i{A' + — + f ) are both PLC functions 
of A^ on R+, WLi{A^) is a PLC function on SI2. Because turning 
points of 仔 1) are given by a{+i - 7•汗 1, thus turning points of 
WLi+ i (A ' - i -T '+ f ) aregivenby — — + 1 - 力 = Ifa{—— is 
a turning point of WLi(A^) in SI2, then because aj -r^ >Ti-T^ > a^ 
and because a “ i is an active projection, aj is also an active projection. 
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If If is a turning point of WLi{A^) in SI2, then by definition = — 
and h\ is an active projection. 
Because S h U SI2 = 11+, by the above analysis we have proven that 
Proposition 3 is valid for any A^ € R+. We have also proven that on 
every sub-interval, WLi{A^) is a PLC function and its turning points are 
given by AF — , and — T\ TO prove claim (2) of Proposition 2，we 
still need to study WLI[A^) on TI — T\ i.e., the adjacent end point of 
the two sub-intervals. WLi{A^) is continuous on A^ = % — r^ because 
WLi{A ' ) = {Ti — � - — ) a ^ + - b”+ + WLi+i (7] + f ) (according to 
3.18) is equal to WLi(A' ) = — b')^ + WLi+i + — + f ) (according 
to 3.19). For convexity, because WLi{A^) is convex on SIi and SI2 respec-
tively, it is convex on 5 / i U SI2 = 11+ if and only if its right derivative on 
Ti — 丁I is greater than its left derivative. Denote by A the difference between 
the left and right derivatives, then consider the following situations: 
(a) Tj + T^  < b\ In such a case 
A = lim WL'JTi - — + lim W^Ti - + s) 
By taking right derivative (with respect to u) on both sides of (3.12) 
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and setting w = + £，the above equation becomes: 
A = W m m + s). 
e-*0+ 
By the definition of T ,^ lim,_o+ //(Ti + e) > 0, thus A > 0. 
(b) Ti + — = b�In such a case 
A = lim WLUTi -r'-i-e)- lim WLUTi - + e) 
e~>0+ e — 0 -
= l i m W L ' ( T i + f + + 
= + + 
> 0. 
(c) Ti + T^ > b\ In such a case 
A = lim WLUTi - r^ + e) - lim WL'i{Ti - + e) 
£—0+ e—>0— 
= l i m W L ' ( T i + f + ( - a ' + 
£—0+ 丁 
= l i m + 
> 0. 
Therefore in every situation the right derivative of WLi{A^) for A - = 
Ti — — is larger than its left derivative. WLi{A^) is convex on S7iUS72 = R+. 
Finally, if A — 0，then Ti — — is a turning point of WLi{A' ) on S h U S h . 
As has been proven on page 30，equals to an active projection. 
Therefore, both Propositions 2 and 3 are valid for i. Q.E.D. 
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3.3 The Algorithm 
With the properties of OT and WL functions that have been discussed in the 
previous sections, efficient algorithms can be developed to solve the schedul-
ing problem. 
The problem of finding the minimal OT cost is simple. As mentioned in 
Section 3.1, to minimize the OT cost, a vehicle always leave the vertices as 
soon as possible. Therefore, the optimal arrival and departure times can be 
calculated by (3.1), (3.3) and (3.7). The minimal OT cost is then calculated 
by substituting the optimal times into (3.4). 
For the problem of finding the minimal WL cost (or the WLO cost), the 
key is to find the cut-off times If T] is provided, the optimal arrival and 
departure times can be calculated by (3.1), (3.3) and (3.17). The minimal 
WL cost is then calculated by substituting the optimal times into (3.5). 
By definition, Tj is the smallest minimal point of fi{u) on [A^  + +OO). 
Therefore to find T ,^ we first need to know how to calculate the value of fi{u) 
for a given u. Because is independent of A\ fi{u) can be calculated with 
an arbitrary A\ Here A^ = o} is used. Then (3.12) can be written as: 
n n 
fi{u) = - A^ — + - (3.20) 
j=i j=i 
where D^ = u, A^ = a^  and every subsequent A^ and D^ are given by (3.3) 
and (3.17). 
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The value of Ti can then be calculated iteratively. Because f n { u ) = 
{u- T ” a " + — 6")+ IT is an increasing function of u, 7； is given 
by d^ + r^. Suppose values of T^+i, are given. Then as shown in 
the previous section, Ti equals to one of the active projections a{ and bj 
[i < j < n). Therefore these active projections are substituted one by one 
into (3.20)，and the smallest one of them resulting in the minimal fi{u) value 
is recorded as 7]. 
The process of finding the cut-off times is summarized as Algorithm 
3.1. Time complexity of the algorithm is O(n^). This is because n iterations 
are needed to calculate all the values of Ti. For each 7], 2(n — i) projections 
have to be considered. Each projection can be calculated in one step from 
previous projections (e.g., = aj — — t•”’ but requires (n — i) steps 
to calculate the value of (3.20). 
Finally, if the objective is to minimize the WLO cost of R^  route …。，,…， 
Vkn^ '^ kn+i = 孙’ '^ kn+2 = ^o) is giveii instcad as the input to Algorithm 3.1. As 
a result, Step 0 is changed to "Set T^+i = a打十丄 + 丁打 +丄 .S e t i == n: In Step 
2 the value of fi{u) is evaluated by: 
n+l n+1 
M u ) = Y ^ D j - A ' - + -約+炉_ . (3.21) 
After every Ti is found, the optimal arrival and departure times are given by 
(3.1), (3.3) and (3.17). The minimal WLO cost is then given by (3.6). 
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Algorithm 3.1 (Scheduling) 
Input: a route (^A)，”fci，...，^»fc„,”fc„+i = ^'o)-
Output: cut-off time Ti for every vertex. 
Step 0: Set Tn = a" + r". Set z = n - 1. 
Step 1: Add all active projections af and bj (i < j < n) to a candidate 
list Li. Sort Li in ascendent order and label the m-th element by 
Li[m . 
Step 2: Let Ti be the smallest Li[m\ G Li that satisfies fi{Li[m\) < 
fi{Li[m + 1]), where fi{u) is calculated by (3.20). 
Step 3: If z > 0, set z = z — 1 and return to Step 1. 
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Chapter 4 
The Integer L-Shaped Method 
The stochastic programming model proposed in Section 2.2 is difficult to solve 
for several reasons. First of all, the penalty cost Q(x) in the objective function 
is very likely to be a nonlinear function of x. This is because given a vertex 
Vi, X contains only information on its immediate preceding and following 
vertices, while the amount of penalty costs incurred on Vi depends on the 
entire sequence of vertices on the associated route. The second problem 
is the large amount of constraints, which makes finding a feasible solution 
difficult. Finally, the model is a discrete one. The feasible region is restricted 
on integer points. It is also nontrivial to find a continuous relaxation of the 
model as Q{x) only has definition on integral x representing K-routes. 
We propose to solve the model with the integer L-shaped method. The 
L-shaped method is a branch-and-cut algorithm that is specially designed 
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to handle stochastic programs. The basic idea is to replace the nonlinear 
component in the objective function with a outer linearization and to solve 
the model with a series of relaxations. (See Birge and Louveaux [5]) It has 
been successfully applied on various stochastic problems. For examples in 
stochastic vehicle routing, readers are referred to Laporte, Louveaux and 
Mercure [20], Laporte, Louveaux and Van Hamme [21] and Wong, Leung 
and Cheng [37]. 
4.1 Linearization of the Objective Function 
Similar to Laporte et al. [20], in the L-shaped method, the penalty cost Q{x) 
is replaced by a lower bound 0. The new objective function is then given by: 
min ^ CijXij + 6. (4.1) 
i<j 
Let X be the feasible region defined by constraints (2.2) - (2.6). The following 
constraints are also added into the model to give a linear representation of 
the penalty costs: 
/ \ 
^ > Q{xn E 工 i j - E 4 + 1 ’ （ 工 幻 . （ 4 . 2 ) 
l<i<j<iV l<i<j<N 
\ <i=l / 
For any x e X, consider the constraint (4.2) where x'^ = x. Since the 
expression inside the parenthesis of this constraint is equal to 1, 6 is bounded 
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hy 9 > Q{xP) = Q{x). For each of the remaining constraints (4.2) where of + 
X, because of the degree constraints, at least one Xij in the first summation 
equals to 0. Then the constraints have a RHS less or equal to 0，and thus 
is always satisfied by 0. Therefore in the new model with objective function 
(4.1) and additional constraints (4.2)，the lower bound of the penalty cost is 
always given by Q{x). The new model is a linear equivalent of the old one. 
4.2 Handling the Constraints 
The outer linearization of the model comes with an addition of \X\ constraints 
(4.2), where \X\ is the number of all K-routes. Meanwhile, the model also 
consists of \SS\ rounded capacity inequalities (2.4), where \SS\ is the number 
of subsets S C V that satisfy |5| > 2. The large number of these two 
kinds of constraints makes the use of traditional branch-and-bound technique 
impossible since too much time would be spent on each node of the search 
tree. 
However, not all the constraints are equally important. Observe that each 
constraint (2.4) or (4.2) is only active on a small subset of feasible solutions. 
Therefore many of these constraints can be safely relaxed if the solutions on 
which they are active have undesirable objective values. In other words, we 
are only interested in a good approximation of the feasible region in "the 
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neighborhood of the optimal solution" (Wolsey [36]). 
Such an idea is implemented in the L-shaped method as follows. The 
stochastic programming model of VRPTWSTT is initially solved as a current 
problem (CP) with only constraints (2.2), (2.3) and the linear relaxation of 
(2.5) and (2.6). The solution is then checked for violation of constraints (2.4) 
and (4.2). If no violation is found, the model is optimally solved; otherwise 
new constraints are added and the current problem is iteratively solved again. 
Define a valid inequality as an inequality that is satisfied by all feasible 
solutions. Constraints (2.2) - (2.6)，as well as constraints (4.2), are all valid 
inequalities and define a VRPTWSTT problem. As is common in a branch-
and-cut algorithm, the introduction of some redundant valid inequalities, 
which are not necessary in the definition of the problem, can greatly enhance 
the performance of the algorithm. One contribution of this thesis is that a se-
ries of such inequalities involving decision variable 6 have been found. These 
inequalities are called lower bounding Junctionals and are further discussed 
in Chapter 6. 
The process of finding violated valid inequalities in the L-shaped method 
is called the separation problem. Prom now on, the constraints (2.4) that 
are separated in each iteration are referred to as the feasibility cuts. The 




If solution of the current problem sf is fractional, and no valid inequality 
can be separated, the current problem is branched into two subproblems. 
This is done by selecting a decision variable Xij that is "the most fractional", 
i.e., having the largest value of mm{a:fj- — [x f j ,�rc f ) ] — x^j}. Constraints 
Xij < |_a^j�and Xij >�:rfj."| are added separately into the current problem to 
create two subproblems. (Note that since Xij e [0，1] for i — 0, branching on 
such a variable fixes it.) The L-shaped method then continues by exploring 
both subproblems. 
4.4 The Algorithm 
The L-shaped method for VRPTWSTT is outlined as follows: 
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Algorithm (The Integer L-shaped Method) 
Step 0: Initialize iteration counter p = 0 and optimal objective value z* = 
+00. Initialize the problem list with a single problem with objective 
function (4.1), constraints (2.2) (2.3) and the linear relaxation of 
constraints (2.5) (2.6). 
Step 1: Select a current problem from the problem list and set p = p-\-1. 
If no new problem exists, stop. 
Step 2: Solve the current problem as an LP. Let {x^, 9^) be the optimal 
solution with value zP = cx^ + If z^ > z*, fathom the current 
node and return to Step 1. 
Step 3: Check for feasibility cuts. If any constraints (2.4) are found vio-
lated, add them to the current problem and return to Step 2. 
Step 4: If xP is fractional, go to Step 5. Otherwise calculate the value of 
Q{xP). If cxP-^ QP < ；update = CXP + QP. If QP > Q(XP), fathom 
the current node and return to Step 1. 
Step 5: Check for optimality cuts. If any constraints (4.2) are found vio-
lated, or any lower bounding functionals are generated, add them 
to the current problem and return to Step 2. 
Step 6*: Branch on a fractional variable. Add the resulting new nodes to 
the problem list. Fathom the current node and return to Step 1. 
*Here x^ must be fractional because otherwise either > Q{XP) and the current node is 




































In this chapter we will discuss the separation of Rounded Capacity Inequali-
ties (RCIs) (constraints (2.4)). Various methods to separate RCIs have been 
proposed in the literature of branch-and-cut algorithms for vehicle routing 
problems. Here we adopt two simple heuristics: the connected component 
methods (introduced by Augerat et al. [1] and Ralphs [28]) and the shrinking 
methods. Examples for other methods (e.g. min-cut) and other VRP valid 
inequalities (e.g. comb, multistar and etc.) can also be found in Lysgaard et 
al. [25], Naddef and Rinaldi [26] and Ralphs et al. [29 . 
Given a fractional solution x^ of the VRPTWSTT model in Section 2.2, 
define the support graph Gg = (Vo,ES), where VQ is the vertex set and 
Bq = {{i,j) \ Vi, Vj eVo,i < j and Xij > 0}. Each edge (z, j ) has an associated 
weigh Xij. Denote by G^ the graph obtained from GQ after removing vq and 
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its incident edges. For any S C VQ and i G VQ \ S, define the following 
notations: 
S{S) = {(z,i)| 叫 e S�Vj e < j}u{{ij)\Vi e Vo\S, Vj eS,i< j}； 
{i'S) = eS,i<j}u {{jj)\ Vj e SJ < 
In addition, define r{S) =�”常‘]as a lower bound on the number 
of vehicles required to serve customers in S. For E' C EQ, define x{E')= 
The separation of RCIs is to find sets S CV such that 
xiE{S)) > |5|-r (5 ) , (5.1) 
or equivalently, 
< 2r{S). (5.2) 
5.1 Connected Component Methods 
In our study, a connected component method similar to Ralphs et al. [29] has 
been used, with the enhancement of considering unions of the components. 
A connected component of a given graph is defined as a maximal subgraph 
Gs = {S, E{S)) such that for every pair of vertices Vi, Vj G 5, there is a path 
connecting Vi and Vj. In our algorithm, each connected component of GP�i.e., 
the support graph of x^ after removing the depot and all the edges incident 
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to the depot, is considered for violation of RCIs. (Note that edges connecting 
the connected component to the depot are also included on the LHS of (5.2)) 
For convenience, denote each connected component of G^ by its vertex 
set Si. Then more components are generated from Si for consideration of the 
RCIs. First of all, similar to Ralphs et al. [29], each Si is greedily reduced 
by removing an element Vj that makes violation more likely. To be specific, 
the heuristic tries to location Vj G Si such that: 
x{5{Si \ {巧})) - 2八Si \ {vj}) < x{5{Si)) — 2r{Si). (5.3) 
We note that such a vertex Vj is only possible if a;(0 : {I'j}) — x{j : Si \ 
{i^j}) — 2dj > 0 or a;(0 : {巧}) > 1 + dj (because of (2.3)), where dj = 
2r{Si) — 2r{Si \ which is impossible if dj + 0. If Vj is found, we replace 
Si by Si \ {i;^} and consider Si for violation of RCI. The procedure repeats 
until no such vertex can be found. 
In addition, the union of every pair of connected components Si is also 
considered. This is found to be more effective than considering V \ Si 0,8 
Lysgaard et al. [25]. 
5.2 Shrinking Method 
The idea of shrinking can be traced back to studies in TSP (See Padberg 
and Grotschel [27]). It has since been widely used in a number of studies 
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including Augerat et al. [1], Lysgaard et al. [25] and Ralphs [28]. In our 
algorithm, the method from Ralphs et al. [29] is used. 
Given S C V, a. shrinking operation is to replace vertices within S by 
a single super-vertex Vg with demand dg = df. Meanwhile, for any 
Vi G VQ \ S, edges in (i : S) are replaced by a single edge (i, s), whose 
associated weigh is given by x{i : S). 
The original graph Gp and the shrunk graph GS are closely related in the 
existence of violated RCIs. Under certain conditions, a RCI is violated on a 
set of vertices in G^ if and only if a RCI is violated on a set of super-vertices 
in GS. A shrinking rule with such property is called a safe one. It is well 
known that shrinking edge (i, j) satisfying Xij > 1 is safe. (See Augerat et 
al. [1] and Ralphs et al. [29]) 
Similar to Ralphs et al. [29], we use a heuristic that iteratively tries to 
identify and execute safe shrinking. Given a support graph G^, the heuristic 
tries to find an edge (z, j ) that satisfies: 
Xij > 2 - r { { v u V j } ) . (5.4) 
If such an edge exists, then a RCI is violated on vertices (or super-vertices) 
Vi and Vj. Otherwise, select any edge (z, j) where Xij > 1 and j > i > 0, 
shrink it, and repeat the above procedure on the shrunk graph GS. Stop if 
no can be found to conduct safe shrinking. 
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Finally, note that for a fractional solution, both the connected component 
method and the shrinking method may fail to detect a violated RCI (in such a 
case the algorithm executes branching). But for an integral solution of, both 
methods can find the violated RCI (if it exists) with certainty. Therefore 
a branch-and-cut algorithm using these two methods to separate feasibility 




In this chapter, we will discuss the separation of optimality cuts, i.e., the 
valid inequalities that help to estimate the value of the EWLO cost Q(x)^ 
where rc is a solution of the first-stage problem in Section 2.2. 
A finite set of optimality cuts (4.2) has already been introduced in Chap-
ter 4. Although these inequalities do provide an accurate evaluation of Q{x), 
they are active only on a single solution. (Note that the RHS of (4.2) is less 
or equal to zero for all but one of the K-routes) Therefore a large number 
of such cuts may have to be added before 6 can adequately represent the 
magnitude of the EWLO cost for all the K-routes, and before the optimal 
solution can be found. 
Performance of the L-shaped method can be greatly enhanced by using 
some "general" lower bounds, which provide estimations of the EWLO cost 
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on a relatively large portion of the feasible region. In the following, the 
expected waiting and late (EWL) cost and the expected overtime (EOT) 
cost will be considered separately. Denote by OWL the lower bound of the 
first cost and OQT the second. The following inequality is added to the first-
stage model: 
e > e w L ^ OoT- (6.1) 
Also added are five sets of new optimality cuts, (6.4), (6.6) - (6.8)，(6.9), 
(6.13) and (6.16), which will be discussed in the following sections. 
6.1 Lower Bound I for the EOT Cost 
Intuitively, the amount of the expected overtime (EOT) cost is affected by 
the release time a^  of each customer: the later the customers are released, 
the larger the EOT cost could be. (Indeed, as shown in (3.7), as ai increases, 
the overtime cost of a route increases as well.) Based on this idea, a constant 
lower bound for the EOT cost for all the K-routes can be developed by 
looking into the time window at every individual customer. 
First consider a route that covers customer Vi. For a vehicle serving such 
a route, the earliest time it can arrive at Vi in a traffic scenario m is given 
by ao + 亡S. If + 亡S is after release time a^ , the vehicle begins serving the 
customer immediately; otherwise it has to wait until a^ . In either case, it 
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then spends of time serving the customer and at least t没 of time returning 
to the depot. Any other customers before or after Vi only delay the arrival at 
Vi and increase the time needed to return to the depot, resulting in a larger 
EOT cost. Therefore, a lower bound for the EOT cost for a route containing 
Vi is given by: 
M 
r}{vi) = Pm . 7 . (max{ao + C , ai] + Ti + 烦-6o)+ , (6.2) 
m=l 
where Pm is the probability of each traffic scenario and 7 is the overtime cost 
per unit of time. 
Further consider a set of customer vertices 14 and a route visiting these 
vertices in an arbitrary order (i.e. a permutation of V^；). By considering (6.2) 
for each vi G I4, a series of lower bound can be found. The largest one of 
them is taken as the most accurate estimation of the EOT cost for this route. 
In other words, a lower bound for the EOT cost for a route covering Vk is 
given by: 
viVk) = G Vk). (6.3) 
Therefore, a lower bound for the EOT cost for an arbitrary K-route is 
given by Ylk=i � (刚，where is a partition of the customer set V and 
each Vfc is the set of customer vertices served by vehicle k. In order to find 
a single lower bound for all the K-routes, we must consider all the possible 
partitions of V. An exact solution procedure for this purpose is NP-hard in 
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itself. Thus in our L-shaped algorithm, we use a slightly worse lower bound 
calculated by a heuristic outlined as Algorithm 6.1. The idea is that because 
the value of 77(14) is determined only by the "largest" vertex in T4 (i.e., the 
vertex Vi G V^  that has the largest r]{vi)), the minimal value of X^l^i ^(Vfc) 
must be obtained in the extreme case where the largest vertices are all on 
the same route. 
Algorithm 6.1 (Lower Bound for the EOT Cost) 
Input: EOT lower hound r}{vi) and demand di for each customer vi 6 V; 
capacity Ck = C for each vehicle k. 
Output: a lower bound 77 for the EOT cost for all the K-routes. 
Step 0: Add every Vi eV to an un-assigned list L in non-increasing order 
of r]{vi). Set 771,r ]K to be 0. Set k = 1. 
Step 1: If L 一 0’ then denote the first vertex in the list by Vi^ ] otherwise 
go to Step 3. 
Step 2: Let rjk = maix{r]k,r]{viQ)}. If d i � < Ck, then remove Vi^  from 
L and let Ck = Ck — otherwise let di^ = di�— Ck and let 
k = k + 1. Return to Step 1. 
Step 3: Return 77 = 1%. 
Denote by T] the lower bound for the EOT cost for all the K-routes pro-
vided by Algorithm 6.1. The following inequalities is added to the root 
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problem of the L-shaped method: 
eoT > V- (6.4) 
6.2 Lower Bounds II and III for the EOT 
Cost 
In addition to the above lower bound, given a first-stage solution x, more 
information on the EOT cost can be acquired. For example, the edges that 
are traversed can be identified by finding the edges where Xij = 1. The total 
amount of travel time and service time can then be calculated to construct a 
new lower bound for the EOT cost. To be specific, the lower bound is given 
by the following inequality: 
M / N \ + 
eOT>Y.Pm'l' Y . + ’ (6.5) 
m = l \o<i<j<N i=l J 
where Pm is the probability of each traffic scenario and 7 is the overtime cost 
per unit of time. 
Inequality (6.5) was first proposed by Laporte et al. [20]. It is valid 
because inside the parentheses on the RHS, the first part of the expression is 
an aggregate of all the travel time, and the second part all the service time. 
They are then compared against the available time of all K vehicles. 
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A linear equivalent of (6.5) is added to the root problem, including M 
new decision variables and the following set of valid inequalities: 
( N \ 
^ O T > 7 - E 屯工ij + E T i - ( 知 - a � ) K ; (6.6) 
\0<t<j<Ar i=l / 
呀T > 0； (6.7) 
M 
0OT > Y^Pm^OT- ( 6 . 8 ) 
m = l 
Denote by r){vi, Vj) the lower bound for the EOT cost for a route that 
visits Vi and Vj consecutively. Similar to the analysis in Section 6.1，r)(vi^vj) 
must be no less than the EOT cost of the undirected route {VO^VI.VJ, VQ) 
because any additional customer on either end of the route would only delay 
the vehicle's return to the depot. Therefore the value of r}{vi,vj) is given 
by the smaller of the two EOT costs for = {vo,Vi,Vj,Vo) and R"= 
{voyVj,Vi,Vo), which can be calculated as shown in Section 3.3. Then the 
following inequalities are also added to the root problem: 
OoT > 咖 i , • i j , 0 < z < j < n, r}{vi, Vj) > rj (6.9) 
where rj is the constant lower bound developed in Section 6.1. 
6.3 Lower Bound IV for the EWL Cost 
A lower bound for the expected waiting and late (EWL) cost can also be 
developed by examining each edge that the vehicles have traversed. The idea 
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is that if the time windows of two customers are “far apart", then no matter 
when and what direction the edge connecting them is traversed, a minimal 
waiting and late cost will be incurred. 
To study when such a case would happen, consider a directed arc {vi, Vj) 
in traffic scenario m. The six different relations of the time windows of Vi and 
Vj are illustrated in Figure 6.1. As introduced in Chapter 2，the x-axes stand 
for the distance (in travel time) and the y-axes the total elapsed time. The 
time windows are represented by dashed segments. A schedule for a vehicle 
to visit Vi and Vj is represented by a solid line. 
Denote by tu^ the minimal amount of waiting and late (WL) cost at both 
Vi and Vj in traffic scenarios m. Then among the six cases, two (cases A k 
F) lead to a non-zero cD-^ . In case A (where a^  + r^  + tf^  > hj), the time 
window of Vi begins late, so that when a vehicle arrives at vj from 叫,it 
always arrives after the deadline. The best schedule is to arrive at Vi at time 
fli, which results in the minimal WL cost pj (a^ + r^  + — bj). In case F 
(where + r^  + < a/), the time window of Vi ends much earlier than that 
of Vj. The optimal schedule of a vehicle is either to arrive at Vi at hi and bear 
a waiting cost at Vi or Vj, or to arrive at Vi at aj — t^ — Ti and bear a late 
cost at Vi. The schedule with the smallest WL cost will be chosen and is 
given by min{ai, ft, a j } . (aj - h - n - 亡 F o r case B,C,D or E, there is 
always a schedule that leads to no WL cost, which is shown in Figure 6.1. 
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CASE A, cij /； : CASE B, a, 1； < b^  <b,+ r, + /；: 
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Figure 6.1: Schedules for Minimal Waiting and Late Cost on Arc (vi,vj) 
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The result can be summarized in a single expression as follows: 
d；? = Pj-{ai + n + T^-BJY + 
minfai, A , a j } • {aj - b i - T i - . (6.10) 
An expression similar to (6.10) was first used by Wong, Leung and Cheng 
37] to develop a heuristic that aims to accelerate the L-shaped method. 
While their heuristic may result in a sub-optimal solution, here we try to 
develop a lower bound that still guarantees optimality. First of all, because 
we consider the symmetric version of VRPTWSTT, an edge where Xij = 1 
can be traversed from Vi to vj or vice versa. Therefore, the minimal EWL 
cost for the edge is given by: 
M 
吻 = E ~ . m i n { ^ ， ^ } . (6.11) 
m=l 
Now consider a route that contains edges {vh.vi) and {vi,vj). A lower 
bound for the EWL cost for both edges is given by u^Jhi + The discount 
factor 2 is added to avoid double counting of the EWL cost at 叫.Denote by 
WLhWU and WLj the WL cost at Vh�Vi and Vj respectively. Validity of 
this lower bound is shown by the following inequalities: 
WLh + WLi + WLj 
> 5 {WLn + WLi) + 5 {WLi + WLJ) 
> u^Jhi + ^(^ij- (6.12) 
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Situations in which a route contains more than two edges can be proven 
similarly. Therefore, the following valid inequality is added to the root prob-
lem of the L-shaped method: 
^WL > Y ^ ^(^ijXij, (6.13) 
0<i<j<N 
where Uij is the minimal EWL cost given by (6.10). 
6.4 Lower Bound V for Partial Routes 
A partial route is defined as an undirected sequence of vertices given by 
Ph = {vfii, where Vhi G V and n > 1. Ph is said to be contained 
in an undirected K-route if vertices in Ph are all contained in one 
of the undirected routes Rk with the same order as in Ph. For example, 
partial routes f\ =…2’仍,叫),尸2 =(将,询)，尸3 =(幻i) and P4 = (v?) are all 
contained in both K-routes in Figure 6.2. In this section, lower bounds are 
developed for the EWL/EOT cost for all the K-routes that contain the same 
set of disjoint partial routes. 
The idea of examining penalty costs on partial routes was first proposed 
by Hjorring and Holt [14] for a vehicle routing problem with stochastic de-
mands. Wong, Leung and Cheng [37] later used similar ideas for a VRPTW-
STT. Our findings here are similar to those by Wong et al. But instead of 
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Figure 6.2: K-routes Containing the Same Set of Partial Routes 
as a whole and consider partial routes that are components of the K-route. 
As will be shown in Section 6.5，we also propose to use a greedy procedure 
to generate these partial routes. 
Lower bounds for partial routes provide a balance between generality and 
accuracy. Comparing with the exact optimality cuts (4.2), each of this lower 
bound provides information on the penalty cost for many "similar" K-routes 
that share the same components. On the other hand, comparing with the 
lower bounds in the previous sections, these new lower bounds give a better 
estimation of the EWL/EOT costs. For example, consider a route segment 
with customers v^, V3 and V4 as shown in Figure 6.3. The minimal EWL cost 
reported by inequality (6.13) is zero (because u ^ and are zero). But by 
looking at the segment as a whole, one will find that a late penalty is actually 
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inevitable no matter which direction the segment is traversed. 
i L 
I ： 
i— • - time window 
• > schedule 1 
I > schedule 2 
1 1 1 • 
V2 V3 V4 
Figure 6.3: Optimal Schedules for Partial Route 
Let's start by considering a lower bound for the EOT cost for an undi-
rected route Rk that contains a partial route Ph = ( t V n , … ’幻D e n o t e this 
lower bound by r}{Ph). Then similar to the analysis in Section 6.2, r}{Ph) is 
given by the smaller of the two EOT costs for R+ = (fo,f / i i)…Vhn,�0) and 
R— = (t'o, Vhn^ •••Vhi^ yo), which can be calculated with the method in Section 
3.3. 
As shown in Figure 6.2(b), a route may contain more than one partial 
route. In such a case the lower bound for the EOT cost for the route is 
determined by the Ph with the largest r){Ph). Therefore given a set of disjoint 
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partial routes {PH}H=I {H < N), the lower bound for the EOT cost for all 
the K-routes that contain them can be calculated by an algorithm similar to 
Algorithm 6.1: 
Algorithm 6.2 (EOT Cost for Partial Routes) 
Input: lower bounds r}{Ph) and demands d{Ph) = J^uiePh 尚 for a set of 
disjoint partial routes {Ph}h=,il capacity Ck = C for each vehicle k. 
Output: a lower bound r)({Ph}) for the EOT cost for all the K-routes that 
contain {Ph}h=i' 
Step 0: Add every Ph to an un-assigned list L in non-increasing order of 
r}{Ph)- S e t 7 ^ 1 , r } K t o b e 0 . S e t k = 1. 
Step 1: If L 0, then denote the first partial route in the list by Pho； 
otherwise go to Step 3. 
Step 2: Let rjk = max{r]k, vi^ho)}' If d{Pho) < Ck, then remove Pho from 
L and let Ck = Ck — (i(Pho)； otherwise let d(Pho) 二 d(Pho) — Ck 
and let A; = /c + 1. Return to Step 1. 
Step 3: Return v{ {Ph}) = E f = i Vk-
Accordingly, the following optimality cut can be added for a set of disjoint 
partial routes {Ph}h=i'-
( \ 
/ / H 
OoT > v{{Ph}) £ E + H + l ， (6.14) 
h=l 0<i<j<n, h=l 
\ {vi,Vj)CPh } 
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where r]{{Ph}) is the lower bound for the EOT cost for {Ph}h=i calculated by 
Algorithm 6.2, (i;^ , Vj) C Ph means the two vertices appear consecutively in 
Ph and \Ph\ stands for the number of vertices in i V If the K-route represented 
by X contains partial routes {Ph}h=i, the expression inside the parenthesis 
has the value 1 and the bound is given by ？?({-P/i}). Otherwise the expression 
is less or equal to zero and the inequality becomes trivial. 
Lower bounds for the EWL cost can be obtained similarly. Denote by 
uj{Ph) the lower bound for the EWL cost for a route containing a partial 
route Ph = {vh ,^ The value of uj{Ph) is then given by the smaller of 
the two EWL costs for = (t*o,^ /^ii，…^ /^！打，幻。)and R~ = (t*o,u/IN，.••幻"1，幻o)’ 
which can be calculated by Algorithm 3.1. For a set of disjoint partial routes 
{Ph}h=i, a lower bound for the EWL cost for all the K-routes that contain 
is given by a;({P/,}) = No discount factor is needed as 
in (6.13), because we only consider partial routes that are disjoint. 




ewL > E 而j —El尸 "1 + 丑 + 1 , (6-15) 
h=l 0<i<j<n, h=l 
\ {vi,Vj)cPh } 
where = 
In our L-shaped algorithm, instead of using (6.14) and (6.15) separately, 
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a single cut is added for every set of partial routes: 
( \ 
e > ^{{Ph}) E E 工i广 + 丑 + 1 ， (6.16) 
h=l 0<i<j<n, h=l 
\ ivi,Vj)CPh / 
where ip{{Ph}) = v{{Ph}) + ^{{Ph}) is called the EWLO cost for 
6.5 Adding Optimality Cuts 
Among the above optimality cuts, inequalities (6.1), (6.4), (6.6) - (6.8)，（6.9) 
and (6.13) are added to the root problem, while inequalities (4.2), (6.14) and 
(6.15) are added at every iteration if applicable. 
The remaining question is which partial routes should be considered for 
generating the optimality cuts (6.16). The selected partial routes should 
frequently appear in candidates for the optimal solution, or should have a 
large EWLO cost so that K-routes containing them can be cut off. An 
intuitive idea is to find such partial routes from the intermediate solution x^ 
in every iteration of the L-shaped method. In Wong, Leung and Cheng [37], 
the partial routes are generated by removing vertices from the ends of the 
routes represented by rc^ . Here we use a different approach. 
First of all, consider the case where x^ is integral. Then if Qp < 
an exact optimality cut (4.2) for x^ should be added to update the value of 
6P so that cxP + QP can reflect the "true" value of x^. 
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If the value of x^ is larger than that of the current incumbent (i.e., cx^ + 
Q(xP) > z*), then the role of the newly added optimality cut is to exclude 
ocP from the consideration of the optimal solution in later iterations. In such 
a case, an optimality cut (6.16) can be added instead of (4.2), as long as the 
K-route represented by of contains partial routes that satisfy '0({P/i}) > 2：* — 
cx^. Comparing with (4.2), an optimality cut (6.16) also has the advantage of 
increasing the lower bound for other K-routes that contain the same partial 
routes. 
The set of partial routes is greedily extracted from the K-route. Edges 
are removed iteratively from the K-route, with every {vi, Vj) leading to the 
minimal reduction in ?/>({尸"}). The smallest set of partial route that satisfies 
^({P/i}) > 2；* — C3f is used to generate an optimality cut (6.16). Denote 
by 6P the current lower bound for the EWLO cost. Another optimality cut 
(6.16) is also added for the smallest {Ph} that satisfies ipi{Ph}) > 1.1 没、if 
I.IQP < z* — cdf. Such a cut is useful because it can be applied to a larger 
number of solutions. A ratio of 1.1 is set to keep the lower bound increasing. 
For the case where x^ is fractional, optimality cut (6.16) is also added in 
the hope of cutting off the solution instead of branching. In that situation, 
the set of partial routes {Ph} are generated by first removing all the fractional 
edges where Xij < 1. Then similar to the integral case, edges are continued 
to be greedily removed until the EWLO cost of the resulting partial routes 
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is smaller than 2;* — cx^ or 1.19^. 
The procedure of generating optimality cuts at every iteration is illus-


















































































































































































































































































































































The L-shaped method for VRPTWSTT is implemented in C + + with calls 
to the CPLEX library (version 9.1). A series of functions called goals are 
designed to take control of the branch-and-cut procedure. In this way we are 
able to iteratively add the feasibility cuts (Chapter 5) and the optimality cuts 
(Chapter 6) to a relaxed problem, while relying on CPLEX for node selection, 
branching strategy and cut pool management. Build-in heuristics and cuts 
from CPLEX are however switched off to show the actual effectiveness of our 
algorithm. 
Test instances are generated randomly to model a daily delivery problem 
by rules similar to Wong, Leung and Cheng [37]. The customers are located 
in a 20km X 20km grid with random demands. They are within a 4-hour 
planning period, and each have a 30-minute to 60-minute time window for 
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delivery, travel times in 3 traffic scenarios are provided to model the situation 
where factors such as rain and fog would greatly affect the traffic condition. 
Additional details of the test instances can be found in Appendix A. 
For each experiment, our algorithm is tested on 10 instances. All the 
results are obtained on a Sun Blade 2000 with 900MHz UltraSPARC III 
CPU and IGB of RAM. 
7.1 Effectiveness in Separating the Rounded 
Capacity Inequalities 
The connected component method and the shrinking method are tested on 
VRP instances with 50 customers {N = 50) and 3 vehicles {K = 3). The 
results can be found in Table 7.1，where each column stands for the following： 
• Time: average computing time in seconds. 
• CapCuts: average number of rounded capacity inequalities generated. 
• Nodes: average number of nodes in the branch-and-cut tree. 
The results show that our methods are sufficient in separating the rounded 
capacity inequalities for VRP instances of moderate sizes. In addition, it has 
been found that comparing with the basic connected component methods 
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Table 7.1: Performance in Separating the Feasibility Cuts" (iV = 50, = 3) 
Time CapCuts Nodes 
Connected Component 4.3 193 323 
Connected Component + Shrinking 4.0 287 122 
Modified Connected Component^ 3.1 207 181 
Modified Connected Component'' + Shrinking 2.9 268 60 
a each row is the average result of 10 random instances 
^ unions of the connected components are considered 
(which can be found in Ralphs et al. [29], Lysgaard et al. [25] and etc.), 
further consideration of the unions of the components can lead to a better 
performance. Therefore, in our algorithm customer sets generated by the 
shrinking method, the connected component method and the union of the 
connected components are all considered for violation of the rounded capacity 
inequalities. 
7.2 Effectiveness of the Lower Bounds 
Three sets of tests are conducted to show the effectiveness of the lower bounds 
discussed in Chapter 6. In the first test, only the exact optimality cut (4.2) 
is used. Inequalities (6.4)，(6.6) - (6.8), (6.9) and (6.13) (lower bounds I - IV) 
are then added in the second test to the root problem of the branch-and-cut 
tree. In the third test, inequalities (6.16) (lower bound V) are also added at 
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Table 7.2: Performance in Separating the Optimality Cuts" {K = 2) 
Time / Cap OptCuts 
Success Cuts Exact I-IV V Nodes 
N = 8 Basic 24 / 10 112 1,875 0 0 1,975 
LB I-IV 5 / 10 54 704 7 0 1,026 
LB V 1 / 10 44 9 7 265 426 
N = 1 0 Basic 1188 / 08 446 19,167 0 0 22,767 
LB I-IV 666 / 09 230 10,649 7 0 18,120 
LB V 20 / 10 131 12 7 1,116 3,152 
“each row is the average result of 10 random instances 
each node if applicable. 
Instances with 8 and 10 customers are tested. For each set of tests, 10 
instances are tested and the time limit for each instance is set to 1 hour 
(after which the program aborts and outputs the current incumbent). The 
results are summarized in Table 7.2，where the new notations stand for the 
following: 
• Time: average computing time in seconds. For instances that cannot 
be solved within the time limit, computing time is set to 3600. 
• Success: number of the instances that can be solved to optimality 
within the time limit. 
• OptCuts: average numbers of different kinds of optimality cuts that 
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are generated. Among them, "Exact" stands for the number of exact 
optimality cuts (4.2); "I - IV" the number of inequalities (6.4), (6.6)-
(6.8), (6.9) and (6.13); "V" the number of inequalities (6.16). 
The results clearly demonstrate the effect of the lower bounds. After 
they are added, both the total number of cuts and the number of nodes are 
significantly reduced, resulting in a much shorter computing time. Therefore 
these lower bounds are crucial to the success of our algorithm. 
7.3 Performance of the L-shaped Method 
The complete algorithm is tested for instances with different numbers of 
customers (•/V), vehicles {K) and random scenarios (M), among which the 
first two are found to have dominant effect on the performance. 
Table 7.3 summarizes the results for different numbers of customers and 
vehicles. The meaning of the new notations is as follows: 
• LB/OPT: value of the solution at the root of the branch-and-cut tree 
(with lower bounds I - IV) divided by value of the final optimal solution. 
Because the L-shaped method has to examine all the solutions that are 
larger than the lower bound solution but smaller than the optimal 
solution, this column gives us a rough estimation of the computational 
demand. 
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• Table 7.3: Performance of the L-shaped method" 
Time / LB/ VRP/ Cap OptCuts 
Success OPT OPT Cuts Exact V LPs Nodes 
K = 1 N = 6 0.5 / 10 72% 66% 38 9 163 259 197 
N = 8 203 / 10 62% 58% 165 13 4,090 6,878 6,494 
K = 2 N = 8 1.3 / 10 75% 71% 44 9 265 477 426 
N=10 20 / 10 71% 65% 131 12 1,116 2,626 3,152 
N = 1 2 1359 / 07 68% 61% 531 22 12,332 29,504 36,344 
N = 1 4 3304 / 02 59% 54% 1,186 22 27,640 53,760 56,659 
K = 3 N = 8 0.5 / 10 74% 70% 36 5 126 205 157 
N = 1 0 4 / 10 70% 65% 115 10 416 1,006 1,193 
N = 1 2 388 / 10 68% 62% 328 14 5,590 14,384 17,796 
N = 1 4 1911 / 07 67% 60% 1,127 25 17,986 43,238 52,181 
N = 1 6 2526 / 05 69% 62% 1,348 18 25,924 51,209 53,569 
K = 5 N = 1 6 859 / 09 64% 58% 998 13 10,882 23,008 24,489 
N = 1 8 2909 / 03 64% 59% 2,298 18 30,303 54,091 48,100 
N = 2 0 3586 / 01 58% 52% 3,334 20 31,690 55,682 47,948 
® each row is the average result of 10 random instances 
• VRP/OPT: the minimal travel cost divided by value of the final optimal 
solution. This column provides an estimation of the computational 
demand for a model without lower bounds I-IV. 
• LPs: average number of linear programs (iterations) in the branch-and-
cut process. 
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A number of observations can be made from Table 7.3. First of all, it 
indicates again the effectiveness of the lower bounds. We can see that the 
values of LB/OPT are about 4% - 7% larger than the values of VRP/OPT. 
Therefore, with the addition of lower bounds I - IV , fewer solutions will have 
to be examined and hence the computing time can be reduced. 
Secondly, as the number of customer increases, the difficulty of the prob-
lem increases very fast. One of the reasons is that with more customers, 
the number of feasible solutions increases exponentially. On the other hand, 
the EWLO cost for longer routes are also larger, which results in decreasing 
V R P / O P T and LB/OPT values with respect to N. Thus a larger proportion 
of the feasible solutions will have to be examined. 
The difficulty can be alleviated if the number of vehicles also increases. 
For example, for N = 8, as K increases from 1 to 3, the number of iterations 
deceases dramatically from 6878 to 205. This is because with more vehicles, 
the routes can on average have fewer customers. The EWLO cost for each 
route becomes smaller. Our lower bounds, which are based on short route 
segments, can also estimate the EWLO cost more accurately. 
Finally, our L-shaped algorithm is tested for different number of traffic 
scenarios (M) and for different traffic variances � . I n the following test, 
instances are generated slightly different from the specifications in Appendix 
A. In each of these instances, probability of traffic scenario m [m < M) 
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Table 7.4: Performance for Different Traffic Scenarios" (N = 10,K = 2) 
Time OPT/LB V R P / O P T CapCuts OptCuts Nodes 
V = 0 M=3 5 73% 67% 94 527 1,352 
M=9 12 73% 67% 111 807 1,900 
M=30 31 73% 67% 103 1,142 1,838 
/i=5 M=3 8 72% 66% 111 766 1,963 
M=9 15 71% 66% 118 870 2,347 
M=30 36 72% 66% 113 1,230 2,255 
/i=10 M=3 22 69% 64% 156 1,195 4,130 
M=9 57 68% 63% 169 2,173 6,668 
M=30 95 68% 63% 169 2,187 6,749 
® each row is the average result of 10 random instances 
b for rows with /i = 0 we use t ^ = dij/sm 
is given by Pm = l / M . A random fluctuation with its mean and standard 
variance given by is also added to the travel time between each pair of 
vertices. To be specific, travel times are generated by the following rule: 
g = ~ + 艰 ’ (7.1) 
Sm 
where dij is the distance between Vi and Vj, Sm is the speed of the vehicles 
uniformly distributed within 45 km/h to 60 km/h, and � E x p ( l / ) u ) stands 
for the random fluctuation. All the other parameters are generated according 
to Appendix A. 
The results for the test are summarized in Table 7.4. Prom the table, we 
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can see that as the number of scenarios increases, computing time increases as 
well. This is to be expected because the computational demand in generating 
each optimality cut is proportional to M. We can also observe that the 
increase in computing time is sub-linear in the increase of M. 
On the other hand, the results also show that as the fluctuations become 
more pronounced, the test instances become more difficult to solve. For 
example, for M = 3, as /x increases from 0 to 10，computing time increases 
from 5 seconds to 22 seconds. The reason is that with larger fluctuations, 
the vehicles will spend more time on the road, and are more likely to arrive 
at a certain vertex late. Although the waiting cost of the vehicle may reduce, 
in our tests the late cost and the overtime cost are assume to be greater per 
unit of time (which is reasonable in reality). Therefore, larger fluctuations 
are likely to lead to larger EWLO cost and lower LB/OPT ratio, making the 
instances more difficult to solve. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion and Future 
Research 
In this study, we have taken another step in the research of the Vehicle Rout-
ing Problem with Time Windows and Stochastic Travel Times (VRPTW-
STT), which concerns the on-time delivery of goods in an area with highly-
varying traffic conditions. Based on Laporte et al. [20] and Wong et al. 
37], we have provided a two-stage stochastic program model for a symmet-
ric VRPTWSTT with homogeneous vehicles and have proposed to solve it 
by an integer L-shaped method. 
The key issue of a VRPTWSTT is the evaluation and the estimation of 
the recourse cost, namely the expected waiting, late and overtime (EWLO) 
cost. Our main contributions also lie in this area. First of all, we are the first 
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to develop a polynomial-time solution procedure for the calculation of the 
EWLO cost. By thoroughly investigating properties of the problem, we have 
also provided a mathematical proof for the optimality of such a procedure. In 
addition, we have also found a series of new lower bounds for the estimation 
of the EWLO cost, which significantly accelerate the L-shaped method. As 
a result, our algorithm is capable of solving to optimality instances with up 
to 20 customers. 
For future studies, one possible direction is to find stronger lower bounds 
for the EWLO cost. As indicated in the literature, and again proven in 
our numerical study, a good lower bound or lower bounding functional can 
significantly enhance the performance of the L-shaped method. Meanwhile, 
considering the difficulty of the VRPTWSTT, efficient heuristics will have 
their practical value. Methods similar to that by Clark and Wright [7] can 
be considered. In the article by Wong, Leung and Cheng [37], attempts have 
also been made to integrate heuristics into the L-shaped method. How to 
strike a balance between speed and accuracy in solving the VRPTWSTT is 
still an issue that needs further investigation. 
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Appendix A 
Generation of Test Instances 
Test instances in Chapter 7 are generated randomly following specifications 
in Table A.l . In the table, N stands for the number of customers, K the 
number of vehicles and M the number of traffic scenarios. 
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Table A.l: Parameters of the Test Instances 
Parameter Specification ‘ 
Planning Horizon 240 minutes 
Planning Area 20km x 20km 
Customer Specifications 
Demand Di Normally distributed with fiD = 500 and 
an = 100 
Release time ai Uniformly distributed within 0 to 200 
Deadline bi (h plus a duration uniformly distributed within 
30 to 60 
Service time Ti 10 minutes 
Unit waiting cost a^ 0.05 
Unit late cost (3i 0.5 x A / m d 
Vehicle Specifications 
Capacity Q Normally distributed with fiQ = 1.5/XJD X N/K 
and GQ = 1000 
On-duty time ao 0 
Off-duty time bo 240 
Unit overtime cost 7 0.05 
Scenario Specifications 
Probability Pm Pi = 0.5 (normal) 
P2 = 0.3 (congested) 
Ps = 0.2 (jammed) 
Speed Sm Si uniformly distributed within 45 km/h to 50 km/h 
52 uniformly distributed within 35 km/h to 45 km/h 
53 uniformly distributed within 30 km/h to 35 km/h ‘ 
Network Specifications 
Customer locations Uniformly distributed within the planning area 
Depot locations In the middle of the area, i.e., (10,10) 
Distance dij Euclidean distance between vertices 
Traveling cost Cij dij 
Traveling time t巧 dij/sm 
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